### Reading gets you places.

Check out the list of the National Aquarium’s favorite aquatic- and conservation-themed books or ask your librarian for suggestions.

*This title is available digitally.

#### Read to me:
- **Glow: Animals with Their Own Night-Lights** by W.H. Beck
- **Fish Eyes: A Book You Can Count On** by Lois Ehlert
- **We’re Roaming in the Rainforest OR Un recorrido por la selva: una aventura amazónica** by Laurie Krebs
- **The Nest that Wren Built** by Randi Sonenshine
- **Wow! Ocean!** by Robert Neubecker
- **Life in a Coral Reef** by Wendy Pfeffer
- **Ocean Babies** by Deborah Lee Rose
- **Water Can Be...** by Laura Purdie Salas
- **A Walk in the Forest** by Maria Dek

#### Read together:
- **Turtles In My Sandbox OR Las tortugas en mi cajón de arena** by Jennifer Keats Curtis
- **Hello, World! Rainforest Animals** by Jill McDonald
- **Hello, World! Arctic Animals** by Jill McDonald
- **A Bird Is a Bird** by Lizzy Rockwell
- **Ana and the Sea Star** by R. Lynne Roelfs
- **About Habitats: Seashores** by Cathryn Sill
- **Flotsam** by David Wiesner
- **Green Green: A Community Gardening Story** by Marie Lamba
- **Otters Love to Play** by Jonathan London
- **The Big Book of the Blue** by Yuval Zommer

#### Read on my own:
- **The Magic School Bus: On the Ocean Floor** by Joanna Cole
- **Water Sings Blue** by Kate Coombs
- **Follow the Moon Home: A Tale of One Idea, Twenty Kids, and a Hundred Sea Turtles** by Philippe Cousteau
- **The Most Amazing Creature in the Sea** by Brenda Z. Guiberson
- **Ocean Speaks: How Marie Tharp Revealed the Ocean’s Biggest Secret** by Jess Keating
- **Smart About Sharks** by Owen Davey
- **Swallow the Leader** by Danna Smith
- **Thank You, Earth** by April Pulley Sayre
- **En el mar** by Roger Priddy
- **Following Papa’s Song** by Gianna Marino

#### Read for a challenge:
- **Super Swimmers: Whales, Dolphins, and Other Mammals of the Sea** by Caroline Arnold
- **Shimmer & Splash: The Sparkling World of Sea Life** by Jim Arnosky
- **Rivers of Sunlight: How the Sun Moves Water Around the Earth** by Molly Bang
- **Ocean Sunlight: How Tiny Plants Feed the Seas** by Molly Bang
- **The New Ocean: The Fate of Life in a Changing Sea** by Bryn Barnard
- **How We Know What We Know About Our Changing Climate: Scientists and Kids Explore Global Warming** by Gary Braasch and Lynne Cherry
- **Cast Away: Poems For Our Time** by Naomi Shihab Nye
- **The Secret Pool** by Kimberley Ridley
- **Plastic Bottles and Bags** by Kate Walker
- **The Orca Scientists** by Kim Perez Valice